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Sequel to The Dragon Hammer. WULF’S SAGA CONTINUES Lord Wulf von Dunstig is in deep trouble. He
is surrounded by invading enemies and kingdoms fallen into chaos. Along with dealing with the problems of a
realm he never expected to rule, Wulf is in love with the elf maiden Saeunn Amberstone. Saeunn once saved
his land. Now she has lost her star-soul and is dying. Ursel Keiler wishes she could control her errant heart as
easily as she can guide the flight of an arrow to a target. She tries to escapes into the woodlands she adores,
only to be pulled back by a band of desperate and brave warriors who need her help. But aiding them will lead
Ursel straight to Wulf von Dunstig, and to the heartache she is fleeing. Yet evil cares nothing for human
feelings. Now Wulf, Ursel and their friends must find a way to unite the land of Shenandoah against a
powerful Roman inquisitor. He not only controls an Imperial Legion, he is also toying with magic that
threatens the foundations of existence itself. Yet there is hope even in the deepest and darkest places of the
world, and all may depend upon Wulf and Ursel forging a powerful weapon drawn from the heart of a dragon.
THE AMBER ARROW About Tony Daniel: “[D]azzling stuff.”—New York Times Book Review
“Remember his name, and keep watching for whatever he does.”—Roger Zelazny “Daniel proves that the
Golden Age of science fiction is right here and now.”—Greg Bear About Guardian of Night by Tony Daniel:
“[A] large cast of utterly graspable humans . . . .Following in the footsteps of Poul Anderson and Greg Bear,
Tony Daniel makes a triumphant return.”—Asimov’s Science Fiction Magazine “. . .an unparalleled success

and could easily become a classic in military science fiction. . .Daniel creates. . .believable aliens as well as
humans who are all striving for the same goal: capture the Guardian of Night. I was surprised and delighted by
the depth of characterization in this book and recommend it to you heartily.”—Galaxy’s Edge
About Metaplanetary, by Tony Daniel “[A] panoramic tale of men and women engaged in a war that spans
both virtual and normal realities and that calls into question the nature of human intelligence and the price of
freedom.”—Library Journal "The best science fiction novel I've read in five years.”—Lucius Shepard
About Superluminal, by Tony Daniel “Daniel renders his 31st-century battles and human dilemmas utterly
fascinating.”—Washington Post Book World “[T]eems with vivid characters and surprising
action.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “[B]rilliantly realized. . . the story remains gripping
throughout.”—Booklist

